
We are changing the way companies use AI

Altilia is an innovative software solution provider that helps modern businesses to 
automate their document-intensive processes using cutting-edge AI technology. 
Our mission is to democratize the use of AI, making it accessible and easy to use for 
organizations of all sizes and industries.



Our team of AI experts is dedicated to creating solutions for your unique business 
challenges and optimizing your workflows. Central to our approach is the belief that 
AI automation needs to be democratized so that everyone in your organization — no 
matter their level of technical expertise — can utilize our automation tools to 
customize workflows and enhance productivity.

Transform your document-based processes with Altilia

With Altilia, you can easily extract data from all types of documents, from 
standardized forms to complex financial statements and balance sheets. Our 
advanced machine learning technology delivers precision and accuracy that can 
rival and exceed that of human experts.



By automating these workflows, we empower businesses to save time and 
resources while allowing teams to focus on more important tasks. Altilia keeps your 
organization agile and ready to adapt to the ever-changing business environment, 
boosting efficiency and productivity.
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Altilia Intelligent Automation
Is our no-code IPAaaS semantic platform that helps enterprises leveraging AI to 
create software robots that read and understand documents for extracting data 
and knowledge quickly, securely, and accurately to efficiently automate operational 
and decision-making processes.



Its comprehensive capabilities empower you to streamline processes, gain deeper 
insights into business operations, and teach AI models to grow and adapt to your 
needs.

-80% 
Manual effort

Reduce manual labour by up to 80%. Quickly build and deploy 
no/low-code workflows to automate repetitive processes and 
only involve humans when necessary, while ensuring target levels 
of accuracy and reducing handling times.

+90%
Productivity

Increase productivity by 80%. Free up critical resources to focus 
on higher-value tasks, increase process capacity and improve 
employee satisfaction.

x10
Faster


workflows

Speed up process cycles time by up to 10 times. Leverage more 
efficient processes to drive enhanced customer satisfaction, 
reduce lead time and time-to-market.

x5
Faster


processing

cycles

Build AI models 5 times faster. Use a combination of manual and 
automatic labelling techniques, reinforcement learning, and 
human-in-the-loop interaction, all while using pre-trained 
models based on real-world documents and data.

-80%
Cost savings

Leverage our IPAaaS architecture to scale up critical processes 
without increasing IT infrastructure expenses, simplify AI 
Operations and deliver cost savings.
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Scan to learn more about

Altilia Intelligent Automation


